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Description
**Please read:** This layer provides linear geometries against which official road names and street
addresses can be recorded. Its purpose is also to enable automated meshblock address reports (for
electoral and statistical purposes) so as to identify the presence of a road name in meshblocks where
street addresses do not exist. A linear geometry in this layer will consist of the individual road section
geometries (as opposed to the [NZ Roads (Addressing)](https://data.linz.govt.nz/layer/3382) layer where
these have been aggregated). This layer has been simplified from LINZ’s NZ Roads database, a centralised
database for the management of national road data. The comprehensive [set of NZ Roads tables]
(https://data.linz.govt.nz/set/88) is also available. These road centrelines do not represent actual road
formation, nor do they represent legal access. They must not be considered as topographic, cadastral, or
legal. Some road sections have multiple names; in these cases the non-primary road names are held in
additional columns against each road section. This layer contains the core attributes of a road section to
support simple searching with locality and territorial authority or provide a road name context for
cadastral data views. This layer is a replacement for the NZ [Road Centre Line Subsections (Electoral)]
(https://data.linz.govt.nz/layer/793) layer. The Electoral road and address datasets will be available until
May 2017 to allow users further time to transition. Please refer to the [NZ Roads Data Dictionary]
(https://data.linz.govt.nz/document/1628) for detailed metadata and information about this layer.
Source
Sourced from the Landonline database system which was made operational in 2001, maintained in the NZ
Roads database from November 2016.
Rights
Attribution 4.0 International
Rights
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
Coverage
-46.9090087 166.716305733 -34.4989060167 -176.247790867
Coverage
northlimit=-34.4291438;eastlimit=-176.1888297;southlimit=-46.9117704333;westlimit=166.716158667
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